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O. Introduction 
It is well-known that results which can be obtained by considering Cut-free 
derivations in Gentzen-style L-systems can also be obtained by considering normal 
derivations in natural deduction systems, and there are certain obvious similarities 
between proofs of Cut-elimination theorems for L-systems and proofs of Prawitz- 
style normalization theorems for natural deduction systems. These facts raise the 
question whether Cut-elimination procedures in L-systems are "really the same 
thing as" normalization procedures in natural deduction systems. This paper 
provides a positive answer to this question for intuitionist propositional logic. 
Zucker [4] addresses the same question for systems of intuitionist predicate logic 
and arithmetic and obtains partially satisfactory results. Zucker's method is to 
define a mahy-one mapping from L-system derivations to natural deduction 
derivations and consider the way this mapping relates the reduction relations he 
employs in the two sorts of systems. For the fragments of his systems which exclude 
disjunction (and existential quantification) Zucker proves that the Cut-elimination 
theorem is equivalent o the normalization theorem and that the strong Cut- 
elimination theorem is equivalent o the strong normalization theorem. He also 
defines reduction relations for the full system concerning which he asserts without 
proof that his correspondence yields the same results obtained for the fragments 
which exclude disjunction (and existential quantification). 
In outline the method employed here is the same as Zucker's and, basically 2,the 
same results are obtained. However, the details are worked out in a very different 
and much simpler way, and the proofs given coyeral l  of intuitionist propositional 
logic. These are the main formal improvements over Zucker's treatment. 
The crucial conceptual problem involved in treating the question considered here 
* The style and content of this paper owe much to the constructive criticisms of Professors Solomon 
Feferman, Dag Prawitz, and J.I. Zucker. 
It turns out that normality in the L-system treated here is not quite the same thing as Cut-freedom, 
but the difference is trivial. 
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and in Zucker [4] is to show that the systems tudied, the reduction relations 
defined for those systems, and the mapping employed are natural. Absent some 
convincing evidence to this effect, the formal results put forth will seem ad hoc, and 
their proofs will appear to be merely complex and tedious exercises in syntax- 
pushing. It is because Zucker was unable to solve this problem for the reduction 
relations which yielded the desired results when disjunction was included in his 
systems that he mostly excluded isjunction (and existential quantification) from 
consideration. (See Zucker [4, pp. 97-111] for details.) 
This problem is solved here by arranging the formal machinery of the systems 
studied so that the mapping used and the manipulations involved in defining the 
reduction relations evidently preserve the intuitive sense of derivations, according 
to the usual way of explaining the intuitive sense of derivations in intuitionist 
propositional logic. In this respect the present treatment is conceptually superior to 
Zucker's. 
Zucker has pointed out that despite the obvious differences between the way 
formal developments are handled here and in Zucker [4], the two approaches 
converge. A brief account of this convergence will be given in the last section of this 
paper. That these two independent approaches to the study of correspondences 
between Cut-elimination procedures and normalization procedures lead to essen- 
tially equivalent formal results is a further reason for claiming that neither 
treatment is simply a study of accidents of notation. 
The developments of this paper are arranged as follows. 
Sections 1-3: The main systems to be studied, H, and HAL, are defined, In both 
systems derivations are built up from statements of the form t ~ A, where A is a 
formula and t is a lambda term of an appropriate kind. It is shown that, although 
their derivations have an unfamiliar appearance, Hx can be regarded as a 
Gentzen-style N-system and H,L can be regarded as a Genzen-style L-system. The  
intuitive interpretation of the apparatus of HA and HAL is discussed carefully. In 
Section 2 it is pointed out that if there is an A s.t. t ~ A is derivable in HA, then 
there is a unique A and a unique derivation D os H~ s.t. t ~ A is the endstatement 
of D. This fact provides the groundwork for the definition of the mapping to be 
studied. 
Section 4: It is shown that t ~ A is derivable in HA iff t ~ A is derivable in HAL. 
Where D is an H~ derivation with endstatement t N A, N(D)  is defined to be the 
derivation E of HA s.t. for some B, t ~ B is the endstatement of E. It follows that dr 
is well-defined, that if D is an H~L derivation with endstatement t ~A, then N(D)  
is an HA derivation, which has t ~ A as its endstatement, and that dV" maps the class 
of H~ derivations onto the class of HA derivations. 
Section 5: Alphabetic hange of bound variables is dealt with. 
Section 6: Normality 2 is defined for derivations of HA and H~ and for the 
lambda terms appearing in those derivations, and the relation between normal 
derivations in HAL and HA established..by W is considered. 
Section 7: The reduction relation >> on HAL derivations i defined. 
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Section 8: It is shown that the normalization 2 theorem for H~L implies and is 
implied by the normalization theorem for HA. 
Section 9: It is shown that the strong normalization 2 theorem for HAL is 
equivalent to the strong normalization theorem for Hx. The proof also yields the 
information that normalization i  Hx is inherently more efficient han normaliza- 
tion 2 in HAL. 
Section 10: It is pointed out that S is in fact not quite a homomorphism~from 
>> onto the relation >I employed in HA. This is remedied by showing that >->- can 
be replaced by a slightly different relation >..> which does have t> as a 
homomorphic image under N. 
Section 11: The formal relations between this approach and Zucker's are 
described and discussed. 
1. Terms, formulas, and statements 
The vocbulary of Ha and HxL will now be given. The use/mention conventions of 
Curry will be employed - -  i.e. all symbols written down are in the metalanguage, 
and the objectlanguage is never displayed. The following categories of symbols are 
assumed to be disjoint. 
Improper symbols: 
(1) Operator: A, 
(2) Predicate: ~, 
(3) Grouping indicators: ), (. 
Proper symbols: 
(1) Variables: x, y, z, x l , . . . ,  
(2) Constants: 
(a) Functional constants: L, R, D, ~r, AE, o, 
(b) Propositional parameters: p, q, r, s, pl . . . . .  
(c) Propositional constant: A, 
(d) Connectives: &, v, D.  
Terms are built up according to the following rules. 
(i) Variables and constants are terms. 
(ii) If t and u are terms, then (tu) is a term. 
(iii) If t is a term, then (3.xt) is a term. 
Henceforth, t u, v, tl . . . .  are to be terms. Omitted parentheses are to be restored 
according to the usual convention of association to the left, and a dot is to be 
construed as a left parenthesis having its mate as far to the right as possible. Define: 
(i) A and propositional parameters are formulas. 
(ii) If t and u are formulas, then D tu, &tu, and v tu are formulas. 
Henceforth, A,B,  C,E, A1,. . .  are to be formulas. 'A D B'  will be written 
instead of 'DAB ' ,  'A  &B '  will be written instead of '&AB ' ,  'A vB '  will be 
written instead of ' vAB ' ,  and so on. 
Statements have the form t ~ u. 
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2. I-t~ 
-~' will be used to express identity between syntactic items such as terms and 
derivations of H ,  and H~L. (' = ' will be reserved for non-syntactic tems such as sets 
and sequences.) For  each A, V,, is to be a denumerable set of variables. It is 
assumed that: 
(i) For every x, there is an A s.t. x ~ Va. 
(ii) For all A and B, if A#B,  then Va N VB=0.  
The system Hx is defined as follows. Initial statements: 
xNA,  provided xEVa.  
Rules : 
E Rules: 
DE:  
&E:  
rE :  
AE :  
u~=A t~=A D B 
tu ~B 
t~A&B t~A&B 
L t~A Rt~B ' 
h~C ta lc  u~,A  vB  
Du (Ax, h) (Ax=h) ~ C 
t~A 
A JA  ~ A ' 
- ,  provided xl EVa  and x= ~ VB, 
provided A ----- A or A is a proposit ional parameter )  
I Rules: 
t~B 
D I: hxt ~= A D B ' prov idedx@Va,  
t~A uDB &I :  
zrtu ~ A & B ' 
tDA tD]3 v / :  
r  vB  7r (oA) t~A vB  " 
This completes the definition of HA. The basic idea behind H~ is the same as the 
idea which underlies Gentzen's  NJ, namely, to write down rules which directly 
express the meanings of the logical operators employed in intuitionist logic. In fact, 
according to one way of looking at things, H~ is essentially a version of N J .  This 
may be seen as follows. 
Freedom and bondage of variables and occurrences of variables are def ined in 
the usual way. Henceforth,  *x *, *y *, *z *, . . . are to be occurrences of x,y, z , . . . ,  
respectively, and *t*, *u *, *v * . . . .  are to be occurrences of t, u, o , . . . ,  respectively. 
Consider an inference ~- of H~. ~- has the form: 
a This restriction is imposed in order to simplify the formal developments which follow. Things would 
work out all right if A were allowed to be complex. 
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v~=E 
where 1 ~< n ~< 3. Consider v~ I = E~ (1 ~< i ~< n), and let *v~ * be the term occurrence 
in v ~ E which corresponds to o, ~ E~ in the way made obvious by the schemata for 
the rules of HA given above. *v~* is the occurrence of v~ in o ~ E corresponding to 
vi ~E~. Now let *x* be a free occurrence of x in v I = E, and let v~ ~E~ be the 
premiss of ~- s.t. *x* falls within the occurrence *oi * of o, in v ~= E corresponding 
to v~ ~ E~. Then, where *x* is the j th variable occurrence in *vi *, the immediate 
ancestor of *x* (w.r.t. ~-) is the j th variable occurrence in v~ ~ E~ (counting from 
left to right). 
Henceforth,  D, E, F, D~,. . .  are to be either derivations or empty. The relation 
ancestor (w.r.t. an HA derivation D)  is to be the transitive, reflexive closure of the 
relation immediate ancestor (w.r.t. the inferences of D),  and the relation descen- 
dant is to be the converse of the relation ancestor. 
Let D be an HA derivation, and D-  be the tree of formula occurrences which is 
obtained from D by replacing each occurrence of a statement ~A by an 
occurrence of A. Consider an occurrence of A at the top of D-, and let *x * be the 
variable occurrence on the/eft side of the statement occurrence in D from which 
the occurrence of A in question was obtained. Also consider a portion ~- of D-  
consisting of a given formula occurrence in D-  and the formula occurrences which 
are immediately above that formula occurrence in D-, and let 8-1 be the inference 
of D f rom which ff was obtained. If it is specified that the occurrence of A in 
question is discharged at ~ iff *x * has a descendent in some premiss of ~1 but has 
no descendant in the conclusion of ~-z, then D-  and this specification constitute an 
NJ derivation. Conversely, it is easy to see that given a propositional NJ derivation 
D, one can find an HA derivation D '  s.t. the procedure just defined yields D when 
applied to D' .  This shows that there is an inference-preserving homomorphlsm 
from the class of HA derivations onto the class of propositional NJ derivations. 
Define: 
,R'(t) = {A : for some x,x is free in t and x EVA}. 
Let F be a set of formulas, and define: 
/" I- A ill, for some t, t ~= A is derivable in Hx and ~'(t)  C F. 
It follows that F I-A ill A is derivable from /" in the usual intuitionist sense of 
'derivable from'. 
The preceding remarks substantiate the claim that HA can be regarded as a 
version of the propositional part of NJ but they do not fully explain how the formal 
machinery of HA is intended to express the basic idea behind the system. So far, the 
terms which appear on the left sides of statements have been treated merely as 
bookkeeping devices 4, but there is supposed to be more to them than that. 
4 Of course, one of the main points of this paper is to show that these terms are good bookkeeping 
devices. Certainly, they perform this task more elegantly than the indexed formulas and assumption 
classes used in Zucker [:4]. 
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The term appearing on the left side of a statement in an HA derivation is to be 
thought of as denoting an argument which has a proposition denoted by the 
formula on the right side as its conclusion. Intuitively, an inference in H,  represents 
the performance of an operation on the arguments denoted by the terms on the left 
sides of the premisses of that inference. The functional constants of H~ are 
intended to allow these operations to be represented explicitly. Variables are to be 
thought of as ranging over arguments, application of the A-operator is supposed to 
represent functional abstraction, ~- is supposed to denote a pairing function on 
arguments, and o is supposed to denote a function which maps propositions onto 
"nul l  arguments". According to these specifications then, D I, &I ,  and v I 
explicitly represent the operations involved in the usual intuitionist way of building 
up arguments with conclusions of the respective forms A D B, A & B, and A v B. 
D E, & E ,  and v E are supposed to represent ways of extracting arguments with 
given conclusions from arguments built up in these ways, so application, L, R, and 
D are to be thought of as denoting the "extraction functions" involved. A~ is 
intended to denote a function which maps an argument having the absurd 
proposition denoted by A as its conclusion and a given proposition onto an 
argument which has the given proposition as its conclusion. 
This informal explanation of the intended interpretation of H~ will, of course, 
play no part in the formal developments which follow, but, as was stated in Section 
0, it will allow a satisfying account of the interest of those developments o be given. 
The following results about HA are quite simple to prove (consequently, they are 
stated without proof), but, as will be seen later on, they are quite important. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  t ~ A and t ~ B are derivable in HA, then A =-- B. 
Define: 
~m= {t: for some A, t hA  is derivable in H~}. 
For  t E o~n~ define: 
r ( t ) - - the  A s.t. t ~ A is derivable in HA. 
Henceforth,  s,sl . . . .  are to be statements, and, where D is a derivation, Se is to be 
the statement an occurrence of which is the bottom node of D. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  D and E are H~ derivations and so ---- s~, then D ~ E. 
For  t E r define:/9, - the derivation D of Hx s.t. so ~ t ~ ~'(t). Where *x * is a 
free occurrence of x in t,[u/*x*/t] is to be the rest/lt of replacing *x* by an 
occurrence of u. [u Ix/t] is to be the result of replacing every free occurrence of x in 
t by an occurrence of u. 
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Lemma 2.3. (a) Suppose t, u e J~., "r(x ) =- -c(u ), and * x * is a free occurrence of x in 
t. Then [u/*x*/ t ]  ~ flH~ and ~'([u/*x*/t])=- r(t).  
(b) Suppose t, u ~ Jn~ and r (x )=- r (u ) .  Then [u /x / t ]E JH~ and ~'([u[x/t])=-- 
,t(t). 
3. /-/AL 
Let *x * be a free occurrence of x in t. u is free for x in t iff there is no y free in u 
s.t. *x* falls within a part of t of the form hyh. The system H,~ is defined as 
follows. 
Initial statements: 
x~A,  provided xEVA.  
A~xA ~ A,  
provided (1) x E VA and (2) A -A  or A is a propositional parameter? 
Rules: 
Operational Rules: 
u~A t~C 
D ~: [yu /*x* / t ]~C ' 
provided (1) there is a B s.t. x ~ V~ and y ~ VA=B, and (2) yu is free for *x * in t. 
t~C 
&b=: [Ly /*x* / t ]~C'  
provided (1) there exist A and B s.t. x EVA and y ~ VA~,a, and (2) Ly is free for 
9 x* in t. 
t~C 
[Ry /*x* / t ]~ C ' 
provided (1) there exist A and B s.t. x E VB and y ~ VA~,B, and (2) Ry is free for 
*x* in t. 
vl~,: tl ~ C t2 ~ C 
Dy (hx:t~)(hx2G) ~ C ' 
provided there exist A and B s.t. x iE  VA, x2EV~ and y~VAvs .  
t~B 
D : AxtNA D B ' providedx E VA. 
t~A u~B ~&:  
~rtu ~ A & B ' 
t~A t~B 
7r t (oB)~A vB r  vB  ' 
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Structural Rule: 
u~A t~C Cut: [u/*x*/t]~ C ' 
provided (1) x ~ VA and (2) u is free for *x* in t. 
This completes the definition of H,L. 
It  is clear that the informal account of the intended interpretation of the 
functional constants of H~ given in Section 2 can be carried over directly to HaL, 
and, consequently, that the account of the intended interpretation of the terms 
which appear on the left sides of statements in derivations also can be carried over. 
What is not clear prima facie is that it makes sense to regard HAL as a kind of 
Gentzen-style L-system. The rest of this section is devoted to considerations 
designed to show that in fact it does make sense to regard HAc in this way. 
Consider the finite sequences of formulas (A I , . . . ,  A , )  and (B I , . . . ,  B.)  (m, n 
0). They are equivalent iff m = n and there is a 1-1 function f s.t., for all i <- n, 
A~ ~B~0 ~. Let !(A j , . . .  ,A . ) [  be the set of finite sequences of formulas which are 
equivalent o (A1 ....  , A,), and let 'P', '0' ,  'S', 'P~',... range over the set of such 
equivalence classes. Consider (A1 . . . .  , A , )  ~ P and (BI . . . . .  B,, ) E O. Define: 
P,Q=I(A~ ... . .  A,,BI,.. . ,B,~)I A ,P=I (A) t ,P  
Sequents have the form P => A. Let the system HL be defined as follows. Initial 
sequents: 
A~A A~A,  
provided A =--A or A is a propositional parameter. 
Rules: 
Operational  rules: 
:D~:  
&~:  
v~:  
=>&: 
=>v: 
P~A B ,Q~C 
A DB, P,Q ~ C 
A,P ~ C B,P ~ C 
A &B,P~C A&B,  POC 
A , . . . ,A ,P  ~ C B ... .  ,B,Q ~ C 
A vB, P,Q ~ C 
(N.B. A . . . .  ,A and B,...,B may be I (} l . )  
A, . . . ,A ,P~B (N.B.A, ,A maybe l ( ) l , )  
P~ADB "'" 
P~A Q~B 
P ,Q~A&B 
P~A POB 
P~AvB POAvB 
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Structural Rule: 
Cut: P_~ A A ,O ~ C 
P ,Q~C 
This completes the definition of HL. Clearly HL is an L-system, according to the 
modern sense of the term 'L-system'.  (In particular, it is as similar to the 
proposit ional part of L.J. as the propositional part of the L-system of Zucker  
[4, pp. 11-14].:) It remains to say how H,  and H~L are related. 
Consider a term t, let x , . . . , x , ,  be the free variables of t, and let 
~'xt*~, *xl* ., * * be the free occurrences of xl,. ,x,  in t. 9 , 9 ~ il~ 9 9 *An  t ,  9 9 9 ~ *Xn  i .  9 . 
Where Aj is the formula A s.t. xi EVA, let Pj be the equivalence class of finite 
sequences of formulas which has as its sole member the sequence of formulas of 
length i / each item of which is Ai. Define: 
A-(l) = Pt . . . . .  P. h-(t ~ A)  = A-(t) ~ A. 
Where D is an HAL derivation, let A-(D) be the tree of sequents obtained from D 
by replacing each occurrence of a statement s in Q by A-(s). It is not difficult to see 
that A- is an inference-preserving homomorphism from the class of H~L derivations 
onto the class of Hr. derivations. (That h- is an inference preserving homomor-  
phism f rom the class of HA~. derivations into the class of HL derivations is evident. 
That h-  is onto will follow from Lemma 5.1 via an induction on the length of HL 
derivations.) 
4. The equivalence of HA and HAL and the definition of ~" 
Lemma 4.1. I f  v ~ E is derivable in HAL, then v ~ E is derivable in HA. 
Proof. By induction on the length of HA, derivations. Let D be an H~ derivation 
s.t. s~ =--- v b" E. The proof refers to the schematization of the initial statements and 
rules of HAL given in Section 3. 
Case I. D is an initial statement of H,~. 
Case 1.1. v ~ E = x ~ A.  Then v I = E is an initial statement of HA. 
Case 1.2. v ~ E =-A~xA ~ A,  where ~ ' (x ) -  A. The following figure shows that 
v I ,~ E is derivable in HA. 
x~A 
AE 
AExA I = A 
5 The main differences between HL and LJ are that (1) IA is defined in concrete, syntactic terms, but 
the definition of HL involves ome abstract, nonsyntactic notions, and (2) Gentzen's rules Thinning, 
Contraction, and Interchange are not included among the rules of HL. Thinning is left out entirely as in 
Zucker [4], and Interchange isbuilt in via the abstractions oted in the preceeding sentence. In contrast 
to Zucker [4], Contraction is also left out. This point will be discussed more [ully in Section l l. 
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Case 2. D is not an initial statement of HXL. Subcases arise according to the 
nature of the last inference of D. 
Case 2.1. DI  =. By Hyp. Ind., u l=A and tNC are derivable in Ha. By 
D E, yu ~ B is derivable in Hx. It follows via Lemma 2.3 that v I = E is derivable 
in HA. 
Case 2.2. & ~ . 
Case 2.2.1. v~ E ~[Ly/*x* / t ]~C,  where r(x)-~ A and ~ ' (y )~-A&B.  By 
Hyp. Ind., t ~ C is derivable in HA. By & E, Ly I = A is derivable in Ha. It follows via 
Lemma 2.3 that v ~ E is derivable in HA. 
Case 2.2.2. v~ E =[Ry/*x*/ t ]~C,  where r (x )~ B and . c (y )~A &B. Sym- 
metric to Case 2.2.1. 
Case 2.3. v I ~, I = D,  ~ &, or I ~ v. Apply Hyp. Ind. and the corresponding rule 
of HA. 
Case 2.4. Cut. Apply Hyp. Ind. and Lemma 2.3. 
Henceforth, each formal system considered will be identified with the set of its 
derivations. Let Se be any formal system the derivations of which are finite trees of 
statement occurrences, and define: 
J~  = {t: For some u, t t ~ u is derivable in ,9~ 
Suppose fls, _C tim, let D ~ 9 ~ let s~ ~ t ~ u, and define: 
; (D) -D , .  
In these circumstances, .N" maps ,5~ into H~. 
Lemma 4.2. 2r maps H~L into H~. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4.1. 
Clearly, according to the intuitive considerations of Sectiorls 2 and 3, when Az is 
applied to an HAL derivation D, the underlying argument denoted by the term on 
the left side of s D is preserved. This redeems the promise made in Section 0 that .N" 
would be shown to be a natural mapping. 
Lemma 4.3. I f  v ~ E is derivable in H~, then v ~ E is derivable in H~. 
Proof. By induction on the length of Do. 
Case I. Do is an initial statement of HA. Then v ~E is an initial statement 
of HAL. 
Case 2. Do is not an initial statement of H~. Subcases arise according to the 
character of the last inference of Do. 
Case 2.1. D E, & E, or v E. Accordingly, apply Hyp. Ind., then D ~,  & I=, or 
v b =, and then Cut. For example, if the inference in question is a D E, let 
v ~ E =~ tu ~ E, let ~'(t) ~- A D E, and let ~-(u) ~A.  By Hyp. Ind., t ~ A D E and 
u ~ A are derivable in H,L. The following figure shows that v I = E is derivable in 
Haz. Let x E Vz, y ~ Va in .  
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t~A DE u~A x~ED~ 
y .u~E .. 
tu ~E 
Cut. 
The & E and v E cases are treated similarly. 
Case 2.2. A E. Where v ~ A~tE, apply Hyp. Ind., and then perform a Cut the 
right premiss of which is an initial statement of H~L of the form AnxE ~ E. 
Case 2.3. D I, & 1, or v L Apply Hyp. Ind. and the corresponding rule of HxL. 
Theorem 4.4. ~,~ = ~r~.  
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3. Henceforth, '~ '  will be written 
instead of ',,~m' and ' Jm~'.  
Theorem 4.5. ~c maps HxL onto Ha. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.4. 
5. a- conversion 
Define: u is free for x in t iff u is free for every free occurrence of x in t. 
t =~,u iff there is a subterm Axtl of t and a variable y s.t. 
(2) ~(x)- -  ~'(y), 
(2) y is free for x in tj, 
(3) either x ~y  or y is not free in t~, and 
(4) u is a result of replacing an occurrence of Axt~ in t by an occurrence of 
Ay[y/x/tt]. 
t---~u iff there exist v~,.. . ,  v, s.t. Vl-mt, v, -~u, and, for all i <n ,  v~ =~,,v~+t. 
=~ is the relation on terms generated by alphabetic hange of bound variables. It 
turns out that in order to define the reduction relation appropriate to H~,, =~ must 
be extended to HAL derivations. This will now be done. The notions and notions 
employed in this extension will also play an important role in Section 7. 
The definitions of this paragraph refer to the schematization of the rules of H~ 
given in Section 3. Let ~- be a 3 I ~ , & ~,  or v ~.  The principal variable occurrence 
of .o2- (PVO of 8-) is the occurrence of y in the conclusion of ,~ which is introduced 
in passing from the primiss(es) of f f  to the conclusion of 8-. Let if" be a D ~,  & ~,  
or Cut. The replaced variable occurrence of 8" (RVO of 8-) is the occurrence of x in 
the premiss(es) of ~" which is replaced by a term occurrence in passing from the 
premiss(es) of 8r to the conclusion of 8-. The replacing term occurrence of 5 r (RTO 
of ~') is the term occurrence in the conclusion of ~ which replaces the RVO. (An 
ambiguity can arise with respect o an inference of the form: 
x~A t~C 
Cut. 
[x/ 'x*/t] ~= C 
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In such a case, the RVO is to be the left-most free occurrence of x in the right 
premiss, and the RTO is to be the left-most free occurrence of x in the conclusion). 
Consider an inference ~ of HxL. ~" has the form: 
/31 ~= E1 . - .  v. D E,, 
vl =E ~, where l~<n~<2.  
Let  t E if-', and let *t* be an occurrence of t in v, I = E, (i ~< i ~< n). 
Case 1. ff~ is v~,>D,~&,or~v.  
Let *v~* be the occurrence of o~ in v ~ E corresponding to ox ~ E, (this being 
understood as in Section 2), and let *t* begin with the j th symbol occurrence on 
v, I = E~ (counting from left to right). The immediate descendant of at* (w.r.t. ~r)is 
the occurrence of t in v D E which begins with the jth symbol occurrence in *v~ * 
Case 2. ~ is D ~,  &l =, or Cut. 
Case 2.1. i ~ n. 
Then ff~ is D ~ or Cut and *t* falls within the left premiss. Let the RTO be 
9 y * *u * or *u *, accordingly, and let the first symbol occurrence in *t* be the/'th 
symbol occurrence in v, I = E~ (counting from left to right). The immediate descen- 
dant of *t* (w.r.t. if-) is the occurrence of t in v ~ E which begins with the / th  
symbol occurrence in *u*. 
Case 2.2. i = n. 
Case 2.2.I. *t* is the RVO. Then *t* has no immediate descendant (w.r.t. if). 
Case 2.2.2. *t* is not the RVO. 
Case 2.2.2.i. The RVO falls with *t*. 
Let the RTO be an occurrence of u. v I ,= E can be construed as arising from 
v, I ,= E, by replacing *t* by an occurrence *[u/*x */t]* of [u/*x */t]. *[u/*x */t]* is 
the immediate descendant of *t* (w.r.t. if). 
Case 2.2.2.2. The RVO does not fall within *t*. 
Then, where the RVO is *x *, *t* begins with either the/' th symbol occurrence to 
the left of *x * (counting from right to left) or with the k th symbol occurrence to the 
right of *x * (counting from left to right). Accordingly, the immediate descendant of 
9 t* (w.r.t. ~)  is the occurrence of t in v I = E, which either begins with the jth 
symbol occurrence to the left of the RTO or begins with the k th symbol occurrence 
to the right of the RTO. 
The relation descendant (w.r.t. an H~ derivation D)  is to be the transitive, 
reflexive closure of the relation immediate descedant, and the relation ancestor is to 
be the converse of the relation descendant. 
Let D be an HAL derivation, and let *x* be a free occurrence of x in the last 
statement occurrence of D. [y/*x */D] is to be the result of replacing all ancestors 
of *x* in D by occurrences of y. 
Lemma 5.1. Let D be an HAL derivation, let s~ = t ~ A, let *x* be a free occurrence 
of x in the last statement occurrence of D, suppose y is free for *x *, suppose 
~-(x)---~-(y), and let D ' - [y / *x* /D] .  The D' is an H,L derivation, se,~- 
[y / *x  */ t ]N A ,  and the length o lD '  is the same as the length o lD .  
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Proof. That  D '  is an HaL derivation follows by induction on the length of D. The 
other parts are obvious. 
Let D_ be an HaL derivation. [y/x/D] is to be the result of replacing all ancestors 
of all free occurrences of x in the last statement occurrence of D by occurrences 
of y. 
Lemma 5.2. Let D be an H,L derivation, let so =- t ~ A, suppose y is free for x in t, 
suppose 1- (x )~ ' (y ) ,  and let D ' - - [y /x /D] .  Then D'  is an H~, derivation, so,= 
[y/x/t] ~ A,  and the length of D'  is the same as the length of D_. 
Proof. Via Lemma 5.1. 
= ~,, will now be extended to HsL derivations. First, suppose that *x * is the RVO 
of a D ~,  & ~, or Cut in the HaL derivation D, let ~'(x) - ~-(y), suppose y is free for 
9 x *, and let D_' arise from D by replacing all ancestors of *x * by occurrences of y. 
Then D =~,D'. Now suppose that se -~t~E,  t=~t ' ,  and let t '  arise from t by 
replacing *)txtt* by an occurrence of 3 4 [y/x/h]. Also suppose that neither x nor y 
occurs as the RVO of any inference of D. =~, also holds between D and the 
der ivat ion/9 '  specified as follows, by recursion on the length of D. Let ~r be the last 
inference of D. 
Case I. *)txt~* has no ancestor in the premiss(es) of ~'. 
The f f  is a ~ D or v ~ and the last statement occurrence of D has one of the 
forms Axh~ A D B, Du*Axt ,*h~ E, or Dut2*Axh*~ E. 
Case 1.1. ~D.Let  D be: 
E- 
Axh ~ A D B 
~'  is: 
[y/x/E] ~ 2 
Ay[y/x / t , ]~ A D B 
Case 1.2. v ~.  Two subcases arise. Each is handled analogously to Case 1.1. 
Case 2. *Axt,* has an ancestor in the premiss(es) of ~-. 
Let the ancestor of *)txh* in 'the premiss(es) of f f  be *Axt2*, let *E* be the 
derivation occurrence which ends with the premiss of 9- containing *Axh*, and let 
E '  be the derivation determined by *Axh* and Ay[y/x/tz]. 19' is the result of 
replacing *E* by an occurrence of E '  and replacing the last statement occurrence 
of D by an occurrence of t '~A.  
This completes the extension of =1, to HxL derivations. =,  is extended 
accordingly. 
Theorem 5.3. Let D be an HaL derivation, let s~ --- t ~' A, and suppose t = ~ u. Then 
there is an HAL derivation E s.t., D =oE and s t ~ u ~ A. 
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Proof. Obv ious  f rom the preceding def init ion of = .  for H,L der ivat ions.  
Corollary 5.4. I f  t ~ J and  t =~ u, then : 
(a) u E J ,  
Co)  --- 
(c) ]:or all z, z is free in i iff z is free in t. 
Proof. (a) and (b) fol low from Theorem 5.3, and (c) is evident.  
6. Reduction of terms, normality of terms and derivations, and the mapping N 
t is a redex iff t ~ J and t has one of the forms shown in the left co lumn of the 
fo l lowing table,  t is a strict redex iff t is a redex which satisfies the provisoes 
fo l lowing the table. If t is a redex, then a contractum of t is any term shown in an 
appropr ia te  row of the right column of Table  1. 
Table 1 
Redexes Contracta 
(xxt)u [u/x/t] 
L L(wtu) t 
R R(lrtu) u 
D, D (wu (oA)) (AxL tt) (Ax2t2) [u Ix ,/t,] 
D2 D(rr(oA )u )()tx,tt)(Ax2t2) [u/x2/t2] 
AE AetA t 
D,~t (Du(Axdl)(Ax2t2))v Du(Ax," t,v)()txa" t2v) 
LD L(Du(Axtt,)(AXat2)) Du(,~x," Lt~)(Ax2" Lta) 
RD R(Du (AxdO(Xx2ta)) Du(Axt" RtO(AX2" Rt2) 
DD D(Du(Axd~)(Ax~ta)) Du(Axt-Dt~(Ay~v~)(Ay2v2)) 
(Ay~ o,)(Xy2v2) (AX,' Dt2(Ay, u~) (Ayzvz)) 
AnD An(Du(Ax,t,)(Ax2t2))A Du(Ax~ , AnttA )(Ax2" AMzA ) 
Provisoes for strict redexes:  
/3 u is f ree for x in t. 
D1 u is free for xl in t~. 
D2 u is free for x2 in t2. 
DM Ne i ther  x, nor  x2 is free in v. 
DD Nei ther  xl nor  x2 is free in e i ther of Aylvl  or )ty2v2. 
Def ine:  t > u iff t E J and u is a result of replacing some occurrence of a strict 
redex  in t by an occurrence of a contractum of that redex. 
t ~ u iff t ~ ~ and there exist vl . . . . .  v, s.t. vl - t, v, ~ u, and, for all i < n, either 
l)i ~at~i+l o r  l)l ~ /A~+I. 
' ~ '  is read  ' reduces  to'.  It will be shown later (see Coro l lary  7.5) that if t I = A is 
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derivable in HA and t ~> u, then u ~ A is derivable in He. A simple, direct proof of 
this can also be given as in Pottinger [2, Sections 3 and 4]. 
Intuitively, if t > u, then passing from t to u represents the performance of a step 
in the computat ion of the "extraction functions" associated with the E rules of He. 
t is normal iff t ~ and no subterm of t is a redex. 
Intuitively, this amounts to saying t is normal iff one is not assured by the form of 
t that some such computation step can be performed w.r.t, every argument  may 
denote. This notion of normality will now be related to the more usual notion of 
normality of natural deduction derivations. 
Let D be an He derivation, and let s~ -= t I ~ A. D is normal iff t is normal. 
Let 3- be an E inference of He. The major premiss of ~- is the rightmost premiss 
of ~, and the other premisses of ~- (if there are any) are the minorpremisses of 9-. 
Theorem 6.1. Let D be an He derivation. D is normal iff 
(1) no statement occurrence in D is both the major premiss of an E inference and 
the conclusion of an I inference or a v E, and 
(2) no A E in D has a conclusion of the form u ~ A. 
Proof. Let s~ - t  ~ A and proceed by induction on the complexity of t. 
Theorem 6.1 shows that an HA derivation which is normal in the sense defined 
above satisfies the basic condition for normality laid down in Prawitz [3], i.e. in such 
a derivation no logical operator is first introduced and then eliminated. 
Let D be an HxL derivation. D is normal iff no inference of D is a Cut and no 
topstatement of D has the form AnxA ~= A. 
Theorem 6.2. If D is a normal HAL derivation, then N(D) is normal. 
Proof. Let so -~ t I ffi A. It sutfices to show that t is normal. This follows by induction 
on the length of D. 
The converse of Theorem 6.2 is false. To see this, let D be: 
x ~p y I=p Cut, 
x~p 
where x,y E Vp. Then Jr(D)----- x ~p,  which is normal, but D is not normal. ~ It is 
true, however,  that if D is an H~ derivation and N(D)  is normal, then there is an 
H~. derivation D '  s.t. D '  is normal and N(D ' )~ At(D). The rest of Section 6 is 
devoted to proving this. 7 
Let D be a normal H~ derivation which ends with an E inference. The major 
chain of D is the sequence of statement occurrences *tl ~ At* , . . . ,  *t, [ffi A, * s.t. 
6 W is not 1-1 either, since ~r(x i 'p )  is also x ~p.  
' The basic idea of the proof is taken from Prawitz [3, pp. 91-93]. 
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(1) *tn I = A ,*  is the major premiss of the last inference of D and 
(2) for all i < n, * t, I = A, * is the major premiss of the E inference in D which has 
9 t~§ I = A~.I* as its conclusion. (Theorem 6.1 shows that this definition is legitimate.) 
Henceforth, D, E, F . . . .  are to be finite (possibly empty) sequences of derivations. 
Let D be a normal HL derivation which ends with an E inference, and let 
9 t~ I= At* . . . . .  *tn ~ An* be the major chain of D. Let x ~ VA2 be a variable which 
does not occur in D. E -  (x, i) is to be the derivation defined recursively as follows 
(2~i~ < n). 
Case 1. i = 2; E-(x, i) =- x ~ A~. 
Case 2. i>2;  Let the part of D ending with * t~A~* be: 
tt_lb-A~_~ ,  (where D, may be empty). 
t; I=Ai 
Then E-(x, i) is: 
1)1 E-(x, i-1) 
where t~ is determined according to the specifications of ~. 
Also define: 
fE - (x ,n ) ,  if n>l ,  
E-(x, ) I 
I./9, if n = 1. 
Lemma 6.3. Let D be a normal HA derivation which ends with an E inference, let 
so ~t~A,  le t themajorcha ino fDbe * t~A1*  . . . . .  *t~=An*,  andsuppose >1.  
Also, let x E VA2 be a variable which does not occur in D, and let D '  =-- E- (x ,  D).  
Then: 
(a) D'  is a normal HA derivation, 
(b) so. has the form u ~ A, 
(c) where so =- u ~ A, 
(1) u contains exactly one occurrence *x* of x, 
(2) *x * is a free occurrence of x, 
(3) t2 is free for *x* in u, 
(4) [t2/*x*/u] ~ t, 
(5) D_~ is shorter than D,. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
Lemma 6.4. I f  t is normal, then there is a normal HAL derivation D s.t. so- ------- t ~ 7(0.  
Proof. By induction on the length of /9,. 
Case 1. t is a variable. Then t I = ~'(t) is an appropriate D. 
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Case 2. t is not a variable. 
Case 2.1. The last inference of /9, is an E inference. 
Let *v~B~*, . . . , *v ,  ~B,*  be the major chain of D,, let x E VB2 be a variable 
which does not occur in t, let D'~E- (x ,D , ) ,  and let s~.------u ~A.  
Case 2.1.1. T(v~) has one of the forms C~ D C2 or Cx&C2. 
Apply Hyp. Ind., Lemma 6.3, and D ~= or & ~,  accordingly. For example, in the 
C~ ~ C2 case let vt --= y, and let v2 --- yr. Then in view of Hyp. Ind. and Lemma 6.3, 
the following figure shows that the desired conclusion holds: 
v~C~ u~A 
D~.  
[yv/*x */u] I = A 
The Ct & C2 case is similar. 
Case 2.1.2. r(v~) has one of the forms C~ v C2 or A. 
Then, since D, is normal, n = 1. (One cannot have n > 1, for then either 
*v2 ~ B2* would be both the major premiss of an E inference and the conclusion of 
a v E or Bz would be A and *v2~L- B2* would be the conclusion of an A E, contrary 
to Theorem 6.1.) It follows that D '~D, .  
Case 2.1.2.1. ~'(v~) has the form C~ v C2. 
Then s~, has the form Dy(Ax~tO(Ax2t2)~A. Apply Hyp. Ind. and v ~. 
Case 2.1.2.2. r(v~) is A. Then s_D, has the form A~yA ~ A, where A # A. Hence, 
so, is a normal HxL derivation. 
Case 2.2. The last inference of D_, is not an E inference. It suffices to apply Hyp. 
Ind. and the corresponding rule of HA,. 
Theorem 6.5. If D is an Hu. derivation and ~'(D ) is normal, then there is a normal 
H~L derivation D' s.t. ,Y (D ' )~ N(D) .  
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 6.4. 
Corollary 6.6. Let D be an Hx derivation. D is normal iff there is a derivation E of 
H~ s.t. E is normal and N(E)=--D. 
Proof. Since 2/" is onto HA, this follows via Theorems 6.2 and 6.5. 
7. Reduction in H~ 
In this section the reducibility relation >> on HxL derivations is defined, and 
some of its properties are established. First, relations ~ and >~ which apply to 
H~L derivations which either end with Cuts or consist of initial statements of the 
form A~xA ~A are defined, then >~ and >~ are extended, respectively, to 
relations >- and ~-> which apply to nonnormal H~_ derivat'ions which may neither 
end with Cuts nor consist of initial statements of the form AExA ~ A, and then >- 
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and >>- are combined with =,  to define >>-. It turns out that if D and E are HAL 
derivations .t. D > E or D >->E, then, where se ~ t ~ A and sn ~ u ~= B, t ----- u or 
t > u, according as D > E or D :>>E.  
Let D be an Hxr. derivation which ends with a Cut. D has the form: 
~, 02 
u~,A  t~C 
[u/.x,/t]~=C Cut, 
where, /)1 and D2 are finite (possibly empty) sequences of derivations. Let  the 
derivations which end with the left and right premisses of the last inference of D be 
/93 and D,, respectively. The cases in which >-~ holds between D and some other 
derivations are specified as follows. >-a holds in no other case. 
Case 1. /9, is an initial statement. 
Case 1.1. 194 has the form x I = C. D :>~ D3. 
Case 1.2. 194 has the form AExC ~ C. Then A ~ A. 
Case 1.2.I. D~ is an initial statement of the form y I =, A. D >l A~yC ~- C. 
Case 1.2.2. D~ is not an initial statement, and the last inference of D3 is not 
a v I =. /93 has the form: 
E 1:" 
u2~ A 
u~A 
~, (where E may be empty.) 
Let  /9' be: 
AexC ~ C 
u2~ A 
E Anu2C ~ C Cut 
AzuC ~= C 
~, D >,D ' .  
Case 2. D4 is not an initial statement. 
Case 2.1. The RV0 of the Cut is not the PVO of the last inference of D,. D ,  has 
the form 
E~ _E2 ~,  (where E~ may be empty). 
t~C ~ 
Case 2.1.1. The RVO of the Cut is the immediate descendent of a variable 
occurrence in E ,  Le t /9 '  be: 
~3 ~ Cut E2 
vJ, ,E 
[u/*x */t] ~ C .j~ ~- ID  ;. 
Case 2.1.2. The RVO of the Cut is the immediate descendant of a variable 
occurrence in E2. Let /9' be: 
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E~ _D3 g~ Cut 
- v~C 
[u/*x*/t]~ C 
Case 2.2. The RVO of the Cut is the PVO of the last inference of /)4. 
Case 2.2.1. 193 is an initial statement of the form y ~ A. D >-~ [y/*x*//94]. 
Case 2.2.2. 193 is not an initial statement, he last inference of/93 is not a v ~,  
and if the last inference of D4 is a D ~, &~,  or v ~, then, accordingly, the last 
inference of D3 is not a ~ D, ~&,  or I = v. 
D_a has the form: 
E 
v~A 
u~A ~' 
(where E may be empty), where ~ is ~ I ~, & ~, or Cut. If u is free for *x * in t, let 
D '  be: 
F 
v ~A /)4 
E [o/*x*~] ~ c Cut 
[u / *x* / t ]  = C 
~, D >,D'. 
This completes the definition of >-j. 
Lemma 7.1. If D and E are HXL derivations and D >t E, then s~ ~- sB. 
Proof. By inspection of the preceeding definition. 
Let D be an Hx, derivation which either consists of an initial statement of the 
form A~xA ~ A or ends with a Cut. The cases in which >'>1 holds between D and 
some other derivation are specified as follows. >->-, holds in no other case. 
Case I. D is an initial statement of the form AExA ~ A. D >>~ x ~" A. x ~ A 
results from so via an Ae contraction. 
Case 2. D ends with a Cut. Then D has the form shown in the definition of :~t. 
As before, let D~ and D4 be the derivations which end with the left and right 
premisses of the last inference of D, respectively. 
Case 2.1. /)4 is an initial statement of the form A~xC ~ C. Then A ~ A. 
Case 2.1.1. C.---A. D>>-~D3. In this case s o~ results from so via an A~ 
contraction. 
Case 2.1.2. 193 is an initial statement of the form AEyA b~ A. D >'>IA~yC~ C. 
A~yC ~ C results from sD via an AE contraction. 
Case 2.1.3. 193 ends with a v I ~ . /93 has the form: 
Dy(hx~u~)(hx2u2)~ C v ~.  
Let D '  be: 
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"~1 04 Cut ~/~2 /~4 Cut 
AEutC ~ C A~u2C ~ C 
Dy(Ax~'Anu~C)(Ax2"AEu2C)~C v~. D~>'>'ID'. 
In this case so-. results from so- via an AzD contraction. 
Case 2.2. 194 is not an initial statement, D~ is not an initial statement, and the 
RVO of the Cut is the PVO of the last inference of /9,. 
Subcases arise according to the character of the last inference of D4. 
Case 2.2.1. D I ~. D4 has the form: 
D~,,, 
[xu,/*x */u:] ~ C 
where, for some A~ and A~, ~'(y)---A2, and A -~A~ D A~=-~'(x)=-r 
Case 2.2.1.1. The last inference of D~ is a v I =. D~ has the form: 
Dz (hx,v 0 (Ax2v 0 I = A 
v~.  
If neither x~ nor x2 is free in u~, let D '  be: 
-~s E, y A A2 ~, y.~ A2 
xuI~ A~ D ~ ~,  D ~= 
Cut x~ul ~ A2 Cut 
vtul ~ A,  v2u~ ~ A2 
v I~ E~ 
Dz  (~x~ " vlu~) (~.x~" v2u,) 1= A~ 
[Dz (Xx," v,uO(Xx~ " v~u,)/*y */u~] I = C Cut 
D >->-~D'. In this case s~, results from s~ via a DM contraction. 
Case 2.2.1.2. The last inference of D3 is a ~ D. D3 has the form: 
_E3 
hx~v~AID A2 ~ D. 
If v is free for *x* in u2 and u~ is free for x~ in v, let D '  have the form: 
6~ g2 Cut 
[v/*y */u2] ~. C 
[[/,~l/X,/V]/*y *tu~] ~ C ' 
where the dots stand for zero or more Cuts the left premisses of which are provided 
by E~. D >'>t D' .  In this case so-, results from so via a fl contraction. 
Case 2.2.2. & ~ . 
Case 2.2.2.1. D4 has the form: 
E &~, 
[Lx/*y */u~] ~ C 
where, for some AI and A2, A =--A~&A2----r(x), and ~'(y)------A~ 
E~s E_4 
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Case 2.2.2.1.1. The last inference of Q~ is a v ~.  /93 has the form: 
v~.  
Dz (Ax, v 1) (hxz v,) ~= A 
Let D '  be: 
y~A y~A1 
E1 Lx~ A I&~ E2 " " &~ 
Cut - Lx I=A1 Cut 
Lv~ Az Lu2J=A, 
. . . . .  v~ E 
Dz (hx, - Lv,)(Axz "Lv,)~= Al. Cut 
[Dz (hxl " Lvt)(hxa. Lv2)/*y *lug] ~ C 
_D >->~ D ' .  In this case s_o. results from s~ via an LD contraction. 
Case 2.2.2.1.2. The last inference of D~ is a ~ &. D a has the form: 
_E~ E~ ~ &. 
r ~ AI & A2 
Let  D '  be: 
E~ E Cut. D >->-,D'. 
[v,/*y*/u,]~- c - - 
In this case s~, results from sD via an L contraction. 
Case 2.2.2.2. /94 has the form: 
&~.  
[Rx/*x */u,] ~- C 
Symmetr ic  to Case 2.2.2.1. In the first subcase so., results f rom so_ via an RD 
contraction, and in the second subcase se, results from se via an R contraction. 
Case 2.2.3. v ~. D4 has the form: 
Dx(hx,t ,)(hx2h)~ C v ~ , 
where, for some AI and A2, A ~-A1 v A2-~-(x),  ~'(x,)~A~, and r(x2)~-A2. 
Case 2.2.3.1. The last inference of/33 is a v ~. D~ has the form: 
'~  ~:' v ~=. 
Dz (hz~v,) (hz2v2) ~ A 
I f  z~ and za are free neither in )tx~tt nor Ax2h, let D '  be: 
.Dv,(hx,t,)(hx2h)~ C Cut Dy,(Xx,tO(Axah)N C Cut 
Dz (hz,.  Ovt(hx,t,) ('~xzh)) (hx~. Dv2(hx,h) (hx2h) ~ C v ~. 
In this case s~, results from so. via a DD contraction. 
Case 2.2.3.2. The last inference of/93 is a~= v. 
Case 2.2.3.2.1. 193 has the form: 
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J•3 
~'v(oA~)~" A1 v A2 ~ v. 
If v is free for x~ in h, let D '  have the form: 
[v/x~/tl] ~ C ' 
where the clots represent zero or more Cuts the left premisses of which are provided 
by E3. D >>~ D'. In this case sD, results from so_ via a D, contraction. 
Case 2.2.3.2.2. D_3 has the form: 
E~3 
7r(oA1)v ~ A1 v A2 ~ v. 
Symmetric to case 2.2.3.2.1. In this case s~, results from s~ via a D2 contraction. 
This completes the definition of >>[.  
Lemma 7.2. I f  D and E are HAL derivations, so ~ t ~ A, sg =--- u ~ A,  and D >>1 E, 
then t > u. 
Proof. By inspection of the preceeding definition. 
The definitions of >i and >>1 are arranged so that if D is an HAL derivation 
which either ends with a Cut or consists of an initial statement of the form 
AExA ~ A, then there exist HxL derivations E and F s.t.,/2_ =,E  and either E >-1F 
or E >>~F. ~1 and >>1 will now be extended to >- and >>-. 
Let D and E be HAL derivations, and define: 
D>E iff there exist HAL derivations D~ and E~ s.t. D1 >1EI and E is a result of 
replacing an occurrence of/91 in D by an occurrence of El. The following lemma is 
required for the definition of >>.  
Lemma 7.3. Let ~- be an inference of HAL, let *u * be a redex occurrence of kind p 
(p = ~, L, R , . . .  ) in some premiss of ~ r, and let *ul* be the descendant of *u * in the 
conclusion of ~-. Then *ut* is a redex of kind p. 
Proof. By inspection of the definition of the relation descendant given in Section 5 
and the table of redexes and contracta given in Section 6. 
Now let D be an HA, derivation, and if D is not an initial statement of H,x, let D 
be: 
/2:), D_2 H, 
v~C 
(where/91 may be empty). The cases where >> holds between D and some other 
derivation are specified as follows, by recursion on the length of D. >> holds in no 
other case. 
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Case 1. There is a derivation E s.t. D >'>-1E. Then for every such E, D >->- E. 
Case 2. There is a derivation /91. s.t. /)1 >>-/91,. 
Consider such a/91,. It may be assumed inductively that s~,, results from s~, by 
performing a p contraction (p =/3, L, R . . . .  ) on a redex occurrence *u * in the last 
statement occurrence of D~. Let *ul* be the descedant of *u* in the last statement 
occurrence of D, and let v '~ C be the statement which results from v ~ C by 
performing the p contraction determined by *u~*. Let D '  be: 
/91, /2~ gt. D >>-D'. 
v '~C - 
Case 3. There is a derivation Qzs.t. D2 >- >" /92. 
Consider such a Qz, and let v '~  C be determined as in Case 2. If D '  is an H~L 
derivation of the form: 
92, 
v '~C 
where the dots represent zero or more applications of if2 having their left premisses 
(if any) supplied by D~, then D >>-D' .  This completes the definition of >->. 
Define: 
D >- E iff there exist H~L derivations F~ . . . . .  F. s.t. D = F~, E =-- F,,, and, for all 
i < n, ~ >- Fl+t or FI =~FI+1. 
D >->- E iff there exist H~L derivations F~ . . . .  , F, s.t. D ~ F,, E ~ F,, and for all 
i < n, F, >- F,+,, F, >->- ~,+1, or 5 =,F,+~. 
Theorem 7.4. (a) Let D and E be HAL derivations, let s~ -~ t ~. A, let s~ =--- u ~,. B, and 
suppose D >-> E. Then t >i u and, if D >> E, then t > u, (b) Let D be an H~L 
derivation, let so ~- t ~ A, and suppose t > u. Then there exist H~ derivations U and 
F s.t. D>E,  E >>F,  and s~ ~ u ~.A. 
Proof. (a) Consider F1, . . . ,  F, s.t. D =-- F,, E -- F., and, for all i < n, Fz >- F~§ 
>> ~+t, or F~ =~F~+t. Let s e . . . . . .  s p. be vt ~ C~ . . . . .  v, ~ C,, respectively. Then, 
for all i < n, v~ --= v~+t, v~ =,,v,+l, or v~ > v,§ according as F~ > F~+~, F~ =,F~+~, or 
>>5+1. 
(b) Let *v* be the redex occurrence in the last statement occurrence of D which 
is determined by the p contraction (p = fl, L, R , . . . )  involved in passing from t to u. 
Also let *t l~ C1", . . . ,  *t, ~ C.* be the longest sequence of statement occurrences 
in D s.t. *v, ~" (7, * is the last statement occurrence in D, for all i < n, *tj+l ~ G+,* is 
immediately below *t~ t = C~ * in/9, and, for some redex occurrence *v~ * in *h N C1", 
vl is of kind p and *vi* is an ancestor of *v*. Then * t~ C~* is the associated 
statement occurrence of *v* in D. 
It suffices to show that there is an HAL derivation E s.t. D >E and, where 
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*tl/~ C,* is the associated statement occurrence of *v * in E and *E~* is the portion 
of E_ which ends with *t~ t = C1", there is an HxL derivation F s.t. E~ >>1F and se 
results from sg, via a p contraction of the redex occurrence in t~ ~ Ca determined 
by the ancestor of *v* in *t~l~ Ca*. This can be proved by an induction on the sum 
of the lengths of the derivations which provide the premisses of the inference of D 
which has the associated statement occurrence of *v* in D as its conclusion. The 
main cases for the required argument are supplied by the definitions of >1 and > > ~. 
Corollary 7.5. If t ~ f f  and t >i u, then u ~ ~. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7.4(b) and Corollary 5.4. 
8. Normalization 
Let D and E be an HA derivations, let s~ --= t ~ A, and let s~ -- u ~ B. Define: 
D>~E iff t>~u. 
Theorem 8.1. LaD andE be I lK  derivations .t. D >> E. Then N(D)  >t JV'(E). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7.4(a). 
Theorem 8.2. Let D and E be Hx derivations s.t. D ~> E, and let D '  be an H~. 
derivation s.t. J r  D. Then there is an HaL derivation E '  s.t. D '  >> E '  and 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7.4(b). 
Corollary 8.3. For every HaL derivation D there is a normal HAL derivation U s.t. 
D >> E ifffor every HA derivation D there is a normalH~ derivation E s.t. D ~ E. 
Proof. The left-to-right half follows from Theorem 8.1, Theorem 6.2, and the fact 
that N maps Ha, onto HA. The right-to-left half requires a little argument. 
Suppose that for every Ha derivation D there is a normal HA derivation E s.t. 
D ~ E. Then, by Theorem 8.2 and the fact that .N" maps H~ onto HA, for every HaL 
derivation D there is an HAL derivation E s.t. D ~'~>-E and W(E) is normal. 
In order to complete the proof, it suffices to show that if D is an H~ derivation 
s.t. no redex occurs in so, then there is an HAL derivation E s.t. D>E and E is 
normal. This will follow by induction on the number of Cuts in D, if it can be shown 
that for every HaL derivation/91 s.t. no redex occurs in sol and the last inference of 
D1 is a Cut which is the only Cut in Dz, there is an HxL derivation Ea s.t. D1 > E1 
and E1 is normal. This can be proved by induction on the sum of the lengths of the 
derivations which provide the premisses of the last inference of /91. 
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If Cuts which do not produce rede• are ignored, then Theorem 9.2 may be 
understood as showing that the strong normal izat ion theorem for  HaL is equivalent 
to the strong normal izat ion theorem for H~. A result which takes account of Cuts 
which do not  produce  redexes may be obta ined as follows. 
Let ~r = (E~, E2 , . . .  ). If o" is an H~. reduct ion sequence, cr is complete iff e ither 
there is an i s.t. El is normal,  or, for all i, there is a ] > i s.t. Ej >->- E j§ or E /> E I§ 
If o- is an H~ reduct ion sequence, o- is complete if[ either there  is an i s.t. E~ is 
normal,  or for all i, there is a ] > i  s.t. E~ >Ej§ Let cr~ = (D1, D2 , . . . ) .  o-t is a 
completion of or iff, where cr is an S ~ reduct ion sequence, o't is an 5e reduction 
sequence and either cr is complete  and o- = o-1 or o" is not complete,  o-~ is complete,  
and for some i 
(1) for all j > i, E I =~Ei+l and 
(2) for all k ~<i, D k ~Ek .  
Let o- = (El,  E2 , . . .  ) be an H^a reduction sequence, o" is proper iff for all i, either 
there is a j > i s.t. Ej- >>- Es+~ or for all ] > i, if E j >- Ej+~, then E~ ~ otEj+l. Let o- be 
arbitrary, and define: 
f 
o', 
~= (El . . . .  ,E~), 
if there is no i s.t. E~, 
is normal,  
where k is the least i s.t. 
E~ is normal,  otherwise. 
Also define: 
TmL = {~r: or is a proper  Hx,~ reduct ion sequence and no  proper  
H~x reduction sequence is a complet ion of or} 
[.,1{~: or is a proper,  complete  H~ reduction sequence}. 
Tn~ = {~r: rr is an H~ reduction sequence and no HA reduct ion 
sequence is a complet ion of o'} 
[. J(~: cr is a complete H~ reduction sequence}. 
Lemma 9.3. (a) If  or is an HA reduction sequence, then there is a proper HxL reduction 
sequence o'1 s.t. A~(orl) and cr are similar. 
(b) If o- is an HA reduction sequence and o- is not complete, then there is an H~ 
reduction sequence o'1 s.t. o'~ is a completion of o'. 
(c) If  or is a proper HxL reduction sequence and rr is not complete, then there is a 
proper H~ reduction sequence o"1 s.t. crl is a completion of or. 
Proof.  (a) fol lows f rom Theorem 7.4(b). (b) If t ~o~ and t is not  normal,  then 
evidently there exist u and v s.t. t =,u, and, where *ul* is the redex occurrence in u 
which begins with the leftmost symbol  occurrence in u which falls within a redex 
occurrence in u, ul is a strict redex and v is a result of contract ing *ul*. This 
suffices. (c) Suppose o" = (El, E2 . . . .  ) is a proper  H~ reduct ion sequence which is 
not complete,  and let k be the least i s.t. for all/' > i, Ej =~Ej+1. I f  X (Ek)  is normal,  
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then the proof of Corollary 8.3 shows that there exists a proper Hat reduction 
sequence trl = (F1 , . . . , F , , . . . )  s.t. F~----Ek and F, is normal. For any such o-~, 
(_El . . . . .  E_k, ~F1 . . . . .  E,, F, +1,... ) is a completion of o-. Suppose N(Ek ) is not normal. 
By (b) there is a complete Ha reduction sequence o-1 -=- (F~, F~ . . . .  ) s.t. FI --- N(Ek). 
Applying (a), let trz -= (/9i, D2,.. .  ) be a proper HaL reduction sequence s.t. N(o-z) is 
similar to o-1. If no derivation in o"1 is normal, then, in view of Lemma 7.1, 
o-~ = (El . . . .  , E~, D1, D~ . . . .  ) is proper and complete. If some derivation of or1 is 
normal, then a proper completion of cr can be obtained as in the case where ZC(E~) 
is normal. 
Lemma 9.4. (a) Tm~ = {6-: cr is a proper, complete HaL reduction sequence} 
(b) T m = {6-: tr is a complete Ha reduction sequence}. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 9.3. 
Let o-= (Et, E2, . . . )  be an H,L reduction sequence, and define 
~2(o') = the cardinality of ({i: E~ >> E,+I} U {i:Et > E,+a}). 
Lemma 9.5. (a) I f  cr is an Ha, reduction sequence, then ~1(o') <~ ~(o') .  
(b) I f  cr = (~1, E2 . . . .  ) is an HaL reduction sequence, o- is proper, and, for all 
i, E, > E,+I, then ~z(cr) is finite. 
Proof. (a) is obvious, and (b) may be proved by the method of Zucker [4, pp. 
88-91]. 
Theorem 9.6. FoG every proper H~L reduction sequence tr,.Lez(tr ) is finite iff, for every 
Ha reduction sequence tr, .~l(tr) is finite. 
Proof. The left-to-right half follows from Lemma 9.3(a), Lemma 9.5(a), and 
Lemma 9.1(a) and (b). The right-to-left half follows from Lemma 9.1(b) and Lemma 
9.5(b). 
Theorem 9.6 is what one gets by adapting Theorem 3 of Zucker [4, p. 95] to HaL 
and H~. By combining Theorem 9.6, Lemma 9.4, Theorem 6.3, and Theorem 6.5, 
the following slightly stronger esult is obtained. 
Corollary 9.7. Considered as trees with null modes as their roots, Tn~_ is well- 
founded iff T m is well-founded. 
One further bit of information is worth noting. Let cr = (El, E2 . . . .  ) be a 
reduction sequence containing a normal derivation, and define: 
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.L~'(o-)-= the least i s.t. E, is normal. 
Let D be an H^L derivation, let E be an H~ derivation, and define: 
~m~ (El) = inf{(cr): cr is an H~L reduction sequence for D, and zr contains 
a normal derivation}. 
&am(U) = inf{(cr): o" is an ItA reduction sequence for D, and cr contains a
normal derivation}. 
Corollary 9.8. If D is an H,L derivation, then ~m (.g(D)) ~< ~H,~(D). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 9.1(a) and Theorem 7.2. 
Corollary 9.8 shows that normalization in H,  is inherently more efficient than 
normalization in H~L. 
10. Tidying up 
In view of the title of this paper and the developments of Sections 1-9, one would 
expect hat for all H~, derivations D and E, D :>'~ E iff N(D)~ N(E) .  Theorem 
8.1 establishes the left-to-right half of this, but the right-to-left half is false. E.g., if 
D has the form: 
x~A ~ & ~  
.Ly ~= A 
~(Ly) (oB)~=A vB ~= v, 
and E is: 
x~A ~v 
7rx(gB)~ A v B .... & 
7r(Ly) (oB)~ A v B ' 
then ,N'(D)~ W(E), but D ;~>-E. 9 The remainder of this section is devoted to 
indicating how to solve this problem. Let D and E be Hx, derivations, and define: 
~=E iff D>E or E >- O. 
D >>- E iff there exist H,L derivations F , , . . . ,  F, s.t. D ~ _F~, E ~ F~, and, for all 
i < n, _F, ~ _F,+, or 6 >> F,~,. 
Returning to the example of the preceeding paragraph, observe that the 
following steps show that D ~ E and, hence, that D >>E.  < is to be the converse 
of > .  
This example is borrowed from Zucker [4, p. 2]. 
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D-< 
x~A - - & ~  
Ly~'A  x~A 
Ly ~A 
Cut 
~r(Ly)(oB)~ A v B ~ v, 
.< 
x~A x~A 
- - & ~  ~v 
Ly~A ~rx(oB)~A vB Cut, 
(Ly)(oB)~=A v B 
>. 
x~A xl=A Nv 
,_ 1rx(oB)~ A v B 
Cut 
~rx(oB)~ A v B 
~r(Ly)(oB)~=A v B 
'&~, 
> E. 
This generalizes to the following. 
Lemrna 10.1. Let D and E be HaL derivations .t. so =-s t. Then D ~- E. 
Proof. Mutatis mutanatis, the same as the argument of Zucker [4, pp. 51-56]. 
Theorem 10.2. If D and E are HaL derivations and N ( D ) >~ X ( E ), then D >> E. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 8.2 and Lemma 11.1. 
It is easy to see that the results of Section 8 and the results of Section 9 through 
Theorem 9.2 c.ontinue to hold, if one replaces '> '  and '>'~>' uniformly and 
respectively by '  ~ ' and '>.>' in those results. It follows that the relational structure 
(Ha, ~> ) is the homomorphic mage of (H~, >_>) under W, so the title of this paper 
is justified. 
11. Relations between these results and Zucker's 
The chief obstacle to comparing the results obtained here with Zucker's results is 
that Zucker's systems contain the structural rule Contraction, but HaL and Hx do 
not. This obstacle can be overcome by modifying these systems so as to include 
Contraction. In Section 11.1 this is done, and the resulting systems H~w and Hxw 
are discussed briefly. Section 11.2 relates the derivations of HxLw to those of Hxc via 
the mapping W- and relates the derivations of H~xw to those of H~w via the 
mapping L~, which is the appropriate version of Zucker's mapping. The relations 
betwen N, W-, and ~f, the reduction relations used here, and the reduction relations 
for H~Lw and H~w which can be obtained from Zucker's reduction relations are also 
described in Section 11.2. In Section 11.3 Zucker's difficulties with disjunction are 
discussed. 
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11.1. The systems H,  Lw and H,w 
Let Var(t) be the set of variables free in t. H~Lw has the same initial statements a
HxL. Schemata for its rules may be obtained from the schemata for HxL given in 
Section 3 by proceeding as follows. 
(1) Erase all asterixes (i.e. shift from replacement to substitution). 
(2) Add the following restrictions: 
D ~ : Var(yu) f'l (Var(t)-{x}) = O, 
& ~ : y ~ Var(t), 
v t ~ :{y} A Var()txlh) ('1 Var(Ax2t2) = 0, 
I=&: Var(t) f3 Var(u) = 0, 
Cut : Var(u)f? (Var(t)-{x})= 0. 
(3) Add the rule: 
W I==m: t I = C 
[xl, x,/x,, xdt] ~" C ' 
provided (1) r (x l )~ ~'(x2), (2) x, ~ x,., and (3) xt is free for x2 in t. 
(4) Specify that in D ~, &~,  Cut, and W ~ all substitutions are nonvacuous. 
That HxLw is an appropriate analog of Zucker's L-system may be seen in the 
following way. Let the system HLw have the same initial sequents as the system HL 
of Section 3, and let the rules D f f ,  & ~ , ~ &, ~ v, and Cut in HL,v be the 
same as in HL. The other rules of H,w are given by the following schemata, wherein 
IIA II may be either I A I  or I( )1. 
v ~ : ilAi[, P ~. C IIBil, o ~ c 
A vB ,  P ,O ~ C 
fra II, e B 
~D:p~AD B , 
W ~ :A ,A ,P  ~ C 
A ,P~C 
If Zucker's indexing is ignored and initial sequents of the form A ~ A are 
excluded, the schemata for the rules of HLW simply amount o a more compact way 
of writing the propositional part of the schemata found in Zucker [4, pp. 13-14]. 
The relation between H~w and HLu, can be explained via the following definition. 
Let  F(x) - - - the A s.t. x E Va, and let x, . . . . .  x, be s.t. 
(1) for a l l i<]~n,  x, r  and 
(2) Var ( t )= {xl , . . .  ,x,}. Define: 
Aw(t) = IF(x) . . . .  , F(x,) I ,  
Xw(tl~ A)  = Aw(t) ~ A. 
~a 'W~'  is used as a name for Contraction because of the analogy between this rule and the 
diagonalizing combinator W, which has the reduction rule: Wfx ~fxx. To see the analogy, note that 
W/x, ~ /x~x, -- Ix,, x,/x,, x=//x~x,]. 
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Where  Q is an HaLw derivation, let A~v(O) be the tree of sequent occurrences 
which results from D by replacing each occurrence of a statement s in Q by an 
occurrence of A ~,(s). 
A~. is an inference preserving homomorphism from HaLw to HLw. It can be seen 
that throwing away variables by applying )t~, to HaL~, derivations has precisely the 
same effect as throwing away the part of the structure the indexing of Zucker [4, pp. 
11-14] imposes on the derivations of his L-system which does more than insure the 
distinctness of items on the left sides of sequents. 
HAw has the same initial statements as HA. Schemata for its rules may be obtained 
f rom the schemata for HA given in Section 2 by proceeding as follows: 
(1) Add the following restrictions. 
D E and & I :Var ( t ) fqVar (u )=0,  
v E : Var(u) N Var(Axit,) (q Var(Ax2t2) = 0. 
(2) Add the rule WI ~ shown above. 
(3) Specify that in W~,, the substitution is nonvacuous. 
Consider an inference ~" of Haw which is a W I = . Let *x * be a free occurrence of 
x in the conclusion of Y. Where *x * is the ith variable conclusion in the conclusion 
of ;~, the immediate ancestor o[ *x * (w.r.t. if) is the ith variable occurrence in the 
premiss of ft. This extends the relation ancestor defined for Ha in Section 2 to Ha~,. 
Consider an Haw derivation D, let s o =-t ~-A, and consider x ~ Var(t). The 
assumption class of x is the set of formula occurrences which fall on the right sides 
of statement occurrences the variable occurrences on the left sides of which are 
ancestors of free occurrences of x in the last statement occurrence of D. The 
assumption classes of Zucker [4, p. 19] Correspond to the assumption classes of the 
members  of Var(t). 
According to the explanations of Zucker [4, pp. 19-26], a derivation in his natural 
deduct ion system must be taken to be a pair consisting of a tree of formula 
occurrences and a set of assumption classes. Applying Contraction in his system 
alters the set of assumption classes but does not augment he tree of formula 
occurrences. In contrast o this, derivations of Ha, Haw, HaL, and HaLw are simply 
trees of statement occurrences, and every inference augments the derivation(s) 
which provide the premiss(es). 
11.2. The mapping's W- and 
It is plain that a vt~, I~D,  ~&,  or ~v  in HaLw is an instance of the 
corresponding rule of Hu.. Also, the effect of a D ~=, &l=, or Cut in H~w can be 
obta ined in HaL by performing a sequence of applications of the corresponding rule 
of HaL. Finally, the effect of a W ~= in HAL,, can be obtained in H~L by performing a
sequence of HaL Cuts. Let W- be the mapping from HxLw into HxL which is defined 
by recursion on the lengths of H~L~, derivations in accordance with these facts 
(where in the D ~, &~,  Cut, and W~ cases, the resulting sequence of H~L 
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inferences is carried out so that, say, the variable occurrence replacements proceed 
from Ieft to right.) 
Plainly, if D is an H,  Lu, derivation, then W-(D)  is an H~_ derivation and 
Sw-(~-so.  W- is not onto Hx,, but it can be shown that, if s is derivable in HAL, 
then there is an H~tw derivation D s.t. s -=- sw-(~v It follows that N o W- maps HA~w 
onto H,  and that, where Q is an HA,~, derivation, No W-(Q)=-A'(Q). 
Let D and E be H,w derivations, let s~ ~ t ~ A, and let x ~ VA. [E/x/D ] is to be 
the tree of statement occurrences which results from D by (1) placing an occurrence 
of E immediately above each topstatement occurrence in D which contains an 
ancestor of a free occurrence of x in the last statement occurrence of D, and (2) 
replacing each ancestor of a free occurrence of x in the last statement occurrence of 
D by an occurrence of t. Let Z be defined for the H~.w derivation D according to 
the specifications of the following table, by recursion on the length of D. 
D ~(O)  
x l=A xNA 
AExA ~ A 
D1 I)z D 
[y'~/x l, ] ~ c 
I), 
[u/x/t] ~- C & ~ 
D_I D2 
Dy (Ax,t,)(Axzh) ~C 
, O, B,~. D Axt ~ A D 
~rtu ~ A & B 
v}= 
xl=A 
-A E AExA ~ A 
[ ~Lr D B ] yu ~ B Ix l~t (D,) 
[Y}=u~A,A"&A2/x/N(D')] 'where -  i=1  
or 2, according as u ~ Ly or Ry. 
vE  
Dy (Ax~h)(Ax2h) ~ C 
~(D~) 
DI  Axt~A D B 
7rtu l= A & B 
O, ~(-D0 
t~ .C  ~=v t~C v I  
DI O~ [~(D,)Ix/~Z(D2)I 
[l-t/x/t] ~ C Cut 
[x,x/x, y / t ]~ C W ~ [x ,x /x ,y / t ]~ C W~ . 
It can be shown that if 17 is an H,,w derivation, then N(D)  is an HAW derivation 
and s~r(e~ - se. Also, N maps HALw onto Haw. Since, as was noted when discussing 
W- above, ffH~L~,= #, it follows that dg maps HAw onto H~, that A 'o~ maps H~w 
onto H,, and that, where D is an HaLve derivation, XoN(D) -=N(D) .  
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The relations between W-,Lr, and v~ are nicely summarized by the following 
commutative diagram. 
/q,L ~ /'/~. 
Given the remarks of Section 11.1, reduction relations > and >-> which are 
appropriate to HAw and H,,w, respectively, can be obtained by t~anslating the 
relevant schemata of Zucker [4, pp. 37-50 and 107-110] into the present notation. ~
As Zucker has pointed out, apart from cases involving Contraction and cases 
involving A, the schemata for ~,..>- which arise in this way will be what one gets from 
the schemata used in Section 7 to define >-, and >->-1 by 
(1) calling the appropriate things 'principal variables', 'replaced variables', and 
'replacing term occurrences', where these terms are given the meanings determined 
by the shift from replacement to substitution which is involved in going from/-/,i. 
into H~r ~,, 
(2) erasing asterixes, 
(3) replacing sequences of dots representing sequences of Cuts in H~ by 
representations of single HALw Cuts, and 
(4) introducing W I ~ 's and new variables as needed. 
If can be shown that W- and Lr preserve >->. Consequently, .r162 also preserves 
this relation. This completes the description ~of the formal relations between the 
present approach and Zucker's. 
11.3. Zucker '  s difficult!es with disjunction 
Zucker's standard of naturalness for steps involved in reducing L-system 
derivations to normal derivations is essentially historical - -  he takes it that such a 
step is natural if it is very like the step employed in the corresponding case of 
Gentzen [1]. (Cf. Zucker [4, pp. 3, 97, 104, and 110].) It turns out that the reduction 
relation for his L-systems which covers disjunction and is natural according to this 
standard oes not lead to the desired formal results under his correspondence, and 
the reduction relation he defines for his L-systems which covers disjunction and 
leads to the desired formal results under his correspondence is not natural 
according to this standard. Given the remarks of Sections 11.1 and 11.2, this 
~ituation can be discussed by considering the definition of >>t  given in Section 7. 
The crucial cases where the manipulations involved in these definitions differ 
essentially from Gentzen's are Cases 2.2.1.1, 2.2.2.1.1, 2.2.2.2.1, and 2.2.3.1 of the 
~1 Because of the facts noted in the last paragraph ofSection 11.1, the resulting schemata for HAw will 
have to be augmented bya rule for permuting WI'-'s downard past other inferences in H~w derivations. 
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definition of >':~1. Here, in contrast to what Gentzen did, the given Cut is not just 
permuted upward past the v ~ which provides the left premiss. 
It is easy to see that in these cases it would be possible simply to permute the 
given Cut upward, but then the endstatement of the resulting derivation would 
sometimes neither be the same as the endstatement of the given derivation or 
arise from the endstatement of the given derivation via one of the contractions 
defined in Section 6. For example, if this were done in Case 2.2.1.1, one would get 
the following derivation as the resulting derivation: 
E~ D~ Cut ~. O~ 
c c Cut 
v l  = . 
Dz (,~x,[v, u,l*y */u21) (Ax2[v,u,t*y */u21) ~ C 
It is clear that since u ~ Dz(,~x,vl)(Ax2v2) and t =--[xul/*y*/u2] in this case, 
Dz (Axa[v,u,/*y */u21) (Ax2[v2uJ*y *luz]) # [u l*x *it]. 
Aso, i f [u /*x* / t ]  has (say) the form Az,t,, then 
[ul*x *it] Dz *lull). 
It follows that one cannot simply permute the Cut upward in the cases in question 
if Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 are to hold. These are precisely the cases where Zucker ran 
into trouble when he tried to follow Gentzen ([4, p. 106]). 
In Zucker's treatment trouble is uncountered in the form of a non-terminating, 
non-repeating reduction sequence which arises in his L-system when the given Cut 
is simply permuted upward in these eases. It follows that his correspondence must 
fail to yield the desired results if these cases are treated in this way, since it is known 
that, given the conversions employed in the propositional part of the systems which 
are the targets of Zucker's mapping, no such sequence can exist in the target 
systems. The present treatment provides asatisfying way of diagnosing the trouble. 
As the example given above shows, trouble arises because Gentzen's manipulations 
neither preserve the endstatement of the given derivation or induce a contraction 
in the endstatement of the given derivation. Intuitively, this means that Gentzen's 
manipulations do not correspond to any of the intuitive operations on arguments 
portrayed in intuitionist propositional logic, and, consequently, from the present 
point of view Gentzen's manipulations are not natural in these cases. The natural 
manipulations are the ones used here. 
Concerning his "unnatural conversions" Zucker remarks ([4, p. 110]). "It is 
plausible that there are many other restricted sets of rules for permuting Cut with 
v L and 3L, which preserve the correspondence with reductions in [Zucker's 
natural deduction system for predicate logic], and appear as reasonable as the set 
given here", and he goes on to say that he doubts any such set of rules would appear 
as natural as Gentzen's. In view of the intimate similarity between these rules and 
the corresponding manipulations involved in the definition of >-~,  the intuitive 
remarks made at the end of the preceeding paragraph carry over to Zucker's etup 
Normalization as a homomorphic image of cut-elimination 357 
and provide reasons for preferring the disjunction rules of Zucker  [4, pp. 197-110] 
to some other possible set of rules and for regarding them as more natural than 
Gentzen's  rules. 
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